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AGENDA 

A. Greetings and Introductions  
Carrie O’Neal called the meeting to order at 10:01 a.m. Round robin introductions were made. 

 
B. Labor Market Update 

Tim Capehart updated the group: 
● Public Safety fields , EMS, Fire, Law all have projections of 20-25% jobs to be filled. 
● Economy is on an upward trend, so fire stations, police stations can now be built, meaning the market looks promising in the future. 

 
C. Industry Trends Update 

Carrie asked industry at the table if they are seeing expanding opportunities in the field. Are certain careers more stable than others? 
● Rand Padgett stated that the  Criminal Justice area is doing well and SB County Sheriff's office is continuously hiring, which is a great opportunity 

because they are paying for people to go to the academy. Applicants must be at least 20 years old to enter the academy and they will accept HS 
graduates and those with a GED. From an entry pathway standpoint, the Sheriff's department is perfect. 

● The VVC Training Center is offering a state standardized training and certificate for corrections, which students can take to be hired on at local 
jails. Those positions start at $12-15/hr. at entry level so it’s a direct pipeline. Applicants must be at least 21 years old. The Federal Bureau of 
Prisons are picking up students right away from the program because they need people. The career field is wide open. There are 7 correctional 
institutions nearby Adelanto so there are many opportunities for students in the local High Desert area. 

● Jason Rosenbaum shared that there is no difference in applying or entry level skills required between the Sheriff’s dept and police. Sheriff’s 
handles corrections, police departments don’t.  

● Riverside COE is hiring corrections officers at 18 years old. Applicants can go to the jail directors academy and then they can work patrol by the 
age of 21. 

● The Dept. of Homeland Security hires at 18 and there is a big push to expand those positions. 
 

Lucia Macias asked if students should be encouraged to further their education beyond a HS diploma to get jobs in the field.  
● Jason stated that the Sheriff’s Department  definitely encourages further education because writing is a huge part of what they do now and they 

see a big deficit in basic writing skills. It may not be as helpful out in the field, but all officers have to write reports. The corrections side also has 
major writing requirements because there is so much report writing. 

● Rand added that their course, Criminal Justice 92, has a basis in writing because they know there is a need.  
● You need at least an Associates to go into Paroles or be a counselor, so there is more opportunity besides just officers.  
● Bill McCarter stated that he is pushing hard on his students to get at least an AA in psychology or communications to help manage the tasks 

needed to be successful in the field.  
● VVC is a robust and growing program and students are seeing that those who just leave with a certificate end up coming back for further 

education because they can’t compete with others out there in the field who have extra education background. There are recruiters that visit 
the training center every year because they always need people. 

● Four year degrees offer more benefits and different position opportunities at the state or federal level. You can’t work for the FBI if you just have 
a diploma. 



● Recruitment Placement Specialists and counselors at the schools should be the ones helping students to understand the different degree 
opportunities that are available to them and how those degrees will help them find a fulfilling law enforcement career. If students don’t want to 
get a degree, they should be informed about what jobs are out there where they won’t need it. High schools feeding into the VVC program is so 
beneficial because students gain knowledge of law enforcement and are exposed to teachers who have the background, versus going to a career 
college where they charge so much more.  

Lucia shared that many times, background checks are prohibitive of students getting hired even after they go through Explorers academy. 
● Jason from Sheriff's dept. shared that any minor infraction can hurt a student. He recommends students come back in a couple years after they 

learn some life experience. Lack of certain life experiences, like never being in a fight, never having to work hard for anything, never living on 
their own really hurts kids. 

● Another big problem getting kids past the background is that they don’t know how to talk to people or lack of communication skills. They are 
smart, but they have problems with conversation and not relying on technology. They have to be good decision makers because there are tough 
decisions to be made in law enforcement. They can’t rely on supervisors or their parents to make decisions. 

● Social media investigations also tend to hurt kids because they have to be clean. Charlotte Allen referenced a professional image workshop that 
VVC holds where they help students understand how social media an online activity can hurt their professional image.  
 

D. District Program Update 
Carrie, Barstow HS: 

● Barstow HS is looking to hire a new Criminal Justice CTE teacher for the next school year.  
Bill McCarter, Adelanto HS: 

● They are going through the hiring process on their lesson plans. Kids print out the background packet and they go through it in class so they 
know what the expectations are. Many discussions take place about how to mold their life from 18-21 years of age. They are doing trial system 
for student’s juvenile offenses where they work with the juvenile probation dept. and a judge, students are all the jury and they assign the 
verdict. It is helping to keep the students from getting a juvenile record.  

● Dual Enrollment with the HSs and VVC which has helped so many students earn college credits before graduation. Having credits early helps to 
keep them going further. His classes also feed the Explorer Program, where students are exposed to patrol, forensics, etc. 

● The support they get from local law enforcement is excellent. The only recommendation is that because it is a pathway, they need more help 
with the wrong students being placed in the class. Many students wouldn’t be able to pass a background and it prohibits from teaching tactics or 
things that those students may use against others. There shouldn’t be pushback from the district when a teacher recommends removing 
someone from their class, especially in this sector. Gang members have been known to penetrate programs and local law enforcement so it is 
dangerous and shouldn’t be taken lightly. 

● We need to get more counselors at these discussions.  
 
Brian Jensen, Silverado HS: 

● First semester he’s been doing a project instead of a final exam, where students fight for a cause and have to show a presentation board. He’s 
been really impressed with his students and their stories. He also makes sure his students send their assignments to him via email and he 
reviews and critiques their work that way. The writing is important because it translates to a job in the field. He is a mentor to his students even 



after they graduate and he wants to make sure they are staying on a good path and helping to guide them to completion of schooling and into 
the field. His biggest challenge is trying to identify students who have criminal records because he’s had some placed in his class. 
 

Victor Valley HS 
● For his Intro to Criminal Justice class he invited 4 different entities to come in to talk to the students about what they do. He always wants to 

know why his students are in his class and what their goals are in the future. They go through a hiring process and mock interviews. Even things 
like establishing credit and becoming a responsible citizen are covered because that life experience is really important if they want to end up 
working in the field. He would like to do a field trip to the juvenile detention center but they don’t do tours so he is looking at different options 
or having someone from the detention centers talk to his class to show what their jobs are like. 

 
E. VVC Training Center Update 

● Many high schools and Charters are reaching out to the College looking for what opportunities are out there. Some students need to see what 
jobs exist so they learn they have options and they have a single contact that will help them through the entire process. Many students think 
they know what they’re getting into, but they really don’t. Rand added that there is outreach all year where high schools can visit the training 
center to see in person what they do. It is one of the best kept secrets so they are always working to get the word out. 

● May 9th is the multi-discipline day at the Training Center where fire academy, ambulances, police, etc. all show the different areas that students 
can pursue a career in. They will see real scenarios of what it looks like to work in the field and what areas area taught at the facility. It will be up 
to the districts to arrange their own busses. 

● The CTE connection between HS and College and especially CTE programs at the College is getting students exposed. The more people that see 
the training facility, the more interest it will generate. They will do individual tours, and will host anyone who wants to check it out. The 
explorers go to the training center for their academy, which prepares them to enter the sheriff's dept. 

● There has never been a better time to get financial aid, so those who may have never had the opportunity in the past can go to the academy and 
use financial aid assistance to get through the program. 
 

F. Industry Feedback on District Programs 
● It seems like equipment needs are being met at the high schools and the academy so there doesn’t seem to be any gaps in what students are 

being taught versus what they need in the field. 
● Jason added that lack of life skills is not something that can necessarily be taught at school, but that is what is lacking. Many kids also don’t 

understand that law enforcement is a career, not just a job for a few years. 
● Rand stated that there is a natural progression for the students from CTE classes in HS because they have such strong support, and then they go 

into the VVC training program. Even Adelanto and Victor districts, who traditionally don’t have successful college rates, are being helped to 
transition students to college. It is just an extension of what students have learned in their CTE programs and Explorers. 

● Carrie encouraged educators to see where they can infuse the suggestions from industry to help the students learn further what they need to 
succeed. 

 
G. Certification Discussion and Report 

Carrie asked if certain certificates are needed for students to get a foot in the door for a career. 



● Rand responded that all the necessary certs are built in to the VVC training program so that is the best place for a student to start. 
○ The entry point would be the correctional institutions for students, then VVC training facility is 2 year stand alone AS and certificate is 1 

semester, then they are eligible for jobs. Post academies are also offered after that. 
 
H. Nontraditional/Special Populations 

● Rand commented that they have 60% females in their classes. 
● Two female deputies spoke at Pathways to Success, which was intriguing to female students. Rand got their cards so he would like to reach out 

to them to visit the classroom to continue to inspire his female students. 
● Bill shared that it’s a 50/50 ratio of genders being hired on, so females are really increasing. 
● Carrie asked what some of the biggest fears are expressed by females interested in a law enforcement career. No one has seen girls expressing 

anything like that. They may be nervous about dealing with sexual offender cases, if anything. Once they start working at the jails it can be 
hardening for them, but that is where mentors like their past teachers can be positive influences for them. Successful female students tend to 
feel empowered and it helps their confidence. 

● Jason added that they have hired and retained a great number of female officers. They see a bigger number of females working in the field now. 
Some women leave due to bad experience at the patrol level or leaving to be with family, but that is fewer and farther in between and luckily 
now there are other areas where women can serve that won't expose them to the patrol side and jobs that are Mon-Fri so they can be with their 
kids.  

 
I. Student Extracurriculars 

● VVHS teacher asked what needs to happen for students to get on the Explorers program. 
○ Jason replied there is no waiting list for Sheriff's dept. Each station runs their own individual program and they each have a different 

level of what students need to be able to do. They can enter at 14 and leave at 20. 
○ If there are glaring behavioral, discipline and background check issues, or bad grades, students can get disqualified from the program. 

Otherwise, they have a pretty open door policy and they hope to help build those life experiences within the program. 
○ Students must participate and go to meetings and trainings. They also go to competitions. 
○ Someone suggested having a past Explorer go to the classrooms to talk about their experiences and what they need to go through, in 

order to recruit more students. 
○ Every station in the high desert has a program, so there are lots of opportunities. It was suggested to do a full time program for the VV 

area and Jason thought it would be a great idea as a feeder program. All deputies are volunteers and students pay for most of their own 
stuff, so it's not a big expense to the County and it may be something they are interested in doing full time so that would need to be 
discussed at a higher level. 

○ Bill stated that they use the program as a stepping stone, but it’s not built into the curriculum. The rigors of the Explorer program can be 
too much for certain students with busy schedules. 

● Any other WBL opportunities besides Explorer program? 
○ Due to confidentiality issues, there are not any other opportunities besides Explorers program. Ride alongs are open to the public, so 

instructors could do those if they feel it would be beneficial. 
○ Another teacher mentioned sd job shadowing would be beneficial for teachers and they should also be attending trainings every year. 



 
 
J. Adjournment 

The meeting was adjourned at 12:02 p.m. 


